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I’m pleased to bring you the second edition of our
Branch Banking Bulletin. In it you’ll find updates on progress we’ve made toward becoming
brilliant at the basics in each of our
three priorities: Customer Service,
Policies and Procedures, and Communications. As we enjoy the holiday
season and reflect on everything
we’ve accomplished over the year,
the list grows long of the tremendous
ways in which we’ve improved across many critical areas
of the bank.
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News You Can Use For Branch Employees

This hasn’t been possible without your insight and suggestions. As we explore new ways to strengthen our
customer service, policies and procedures, and communications, I encourage you to continue to offer new ideas
and feedback.
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This also means we have to embrace lots of change.
During periods like this I think it’s worthwhile to ask ourselves what success looks like. For example, on a scale
of 1-10 a “10” for customer experience or a process improvement probably looks and feels different to each of
us. But no matter what a “10” looks like to you, consider
why you’re performing a particular task during the day –
even the small gesture of a warm welcome or fond farewell. When we approach our daily activities with an appreciation of their “higher purpose,” we become a
stronger bank, a more trusted member of the community, and better colleagues that support each other.
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For some, that ”higher purpose” might be helping customers achieve their financial dreams, while for others
their “higher purpose” might be the pride they feel in
being a teammate that others can rely on to help each of
us do our jobs better. No matter what your “higher purpose” is, it serves as a powerful motivator and ensures
that we deliver on the promises we make to our customers, the bank, and each other. You’ll hear me talk more
about this during our next Branch Banking mid-Quarter
Call.
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But most importantly, I wish you and your families a
wonderful holiday season and hope 2014 brings you
much joy and good health.
Happy Holidays!
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We heard your feedback! Beginning December 16, 2013, Union
Bank customers with a Union
Bank branded
credit card
can make
payments to
their card
through any
Union Bank
branch.

Ryan Cassidy, Teller at the Carmel
Mountain branch, will soon be able to
accept cash toward a payment for a
Union Bank credit card.

Some Small Business clients have encountered inconsistent experiences
when looking to open new deposit
accounts at our branches.
Research shows that when we optimize the customer experience during
Account Opening, we achieve significantly higher rates of customer acquisition and retention.
To address this challenge, the Business Process Improvement team
(BPI), in partnership with Executive
sponsors Rena Hess and Todd Hollander conducted a two-day Lean
Action Workout (AWO) on October 89. Representatives from Retail

A common
theme heard
at various meetings over the past
few months was that customers
would like to be able to make a
consumer credit card payment at
their local branch. This has been a

pain point for customers and branches, alike,
and this gap has created an incomplete customer experience for customers who have a checking and credit card
relationship with the
bank.

Stay tuned for a General
Communication and a
Banker Bulletin to
provide more details
as we approach the launch and thank you for
feedback as improvements continue to make it
easier for customers to do business with us.

Branches and Operations, Retail Product Implementation, Business Banking Group,
Business Intelligence and Analytics, Enterprise Content Management and the Bank
Operations and Services Division attended the sessions. The Lean AWO team documented the end-to-end process and identified opportunities for near and long-term
improvements. Leveraging the energy from the Lean AWO, the team is driving to
implement the improvement items and is committed to optimizing the customer
experience. For more questions on the program, contact Rena Hess or Fred Funk.

The team identified 24 potential improvements in the areas of:
** Oasis and SMART functionality
** Policy Constraints
** Training
** Documentation Standardization

In an effort to more align the Community Bank and Consumer Lending teams, colleagues will soon be able to access a contact
directory via mPower or the Retail Portal.
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The new process allows for the deletion and addition of signers without the
need for all signers to re-sign a signature card. The current pilot is in the
Central Coast and LACenCal Divisions
and the new process will be rolled out
enterprise wide in December.

The month of November was
preparation month for the
branches to move to the next
phase of the Single Vault Custodian, Shipping and Receiving
cash in single custody! This process will allow the Vault Custodian to prepare, ship and receive
monies in single custody.

During the month of December, we will
be streamlining the fee reversal process by eliminating the use of the approval queue, resulting in a better customer experience.

Training will be delivered in the
months of December and January for all Vault Custodians and
the branches will immediately
begin using the new process. We
are also currently piloting a new
process for supersedes for consumer accounts.

Also in December, we will be eliminating the requirement to use KBA for
two in-branch transactions — wire
transfers greater than $500K, and,
name changes on Oasis.

In response to the feedback that was given in the Employee Engagement Survey, the current Policy & Procedure manuals are
getting a makeover!
There is a new project in place that is designed to revamp
the Policies and Procedures search process, as well as reformatting to make it easier for users to find and understand the content.
This project includes deploying a new tool, eGain, that will
make it easier to search for policies and procedures with
increased accuracy. In addition, the procedures themselves will be rewritten so they are clear and concise, making it easier for the reader to follow.
The revision process itself will be iterative and the communication to branches regarding changes made to the procedures will be ongoing as changes are made. There’s more to come, so stay tuned!

We hope that you will send us your feedback about the Union Bank Branch Banking Bulletin!
Email us at OfficeofMikeFeldman@unionbank.com.
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The new solution to scan all new account documents (Phase 1) has been
rolled out to 20 branches and the remaining branches will be completed by
early December. Phase 2 to scan legal process and BOS documents has also
been deployed to 6 pilot branches. Phase 3 to scan remaining documents
will be deployed to 12 pilot branches before the end of the year.
“We’ve had great success from the pink bag scanning;
it’s been a seamless transition” – San Bernardino
Having problems with your Lexmark scanner?

“We’ve used ours quite a bit with new accounts and
credit cards, everything is working smoothly”
– Hemet

Did you know that a technician can be on-site the
next business day to fix it? Next time you have a
problem, contact the ITG service desk:

“Everything so far is working, looking forward to the
other bags” – Whittier-In Store

Tie line 720-7581 or (323)720-7581

There have been a number of improvements with deceased processing over the past few months. The vast majority of cases are
now handled within 15 minutes to ensure a better customer experience when they are in your branch. Also, we recently published an updated job aid and FAQ.
A December enhancement includes eliminating thresholds for less complicated situations which should alleviate client wait times
greatly. Upcoming enhancements will prompt the requestor to get an officer approval when a signature card is missing and a
field to indicate whether we were able to retain the customer/account.
MySuccess training is also in development and will soon be rolled out. We appreciate your input, support and patience as we continue to improve this process.

Customers have come to expect the ability to do more and more things online. As of the end of October, we are proud to be able
to offer our existing Union Bank customers the ability to open new CD accounts online. When Union Bank customers log into
online banking, they simply click on the “Open A New Account” Link to utilize this new account opening service.
Some quick facts about the CD Account opening process:



CD Terms available include: 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 60 months



Minimum Deposit is $1,000; Maximum is $100,000



Currently, the new CD must be funded from an existing Union Bank Account

The E-commerce team continues to review best practices and customer feedback to identify online account opening
improvement opportunities. New and existing customers can look forward to additional products being available to
open online, as well as other improvements to the online account opening process in the months ahead.
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We continue to build a strong
team of Priority Relationship Advisors (PRAs) – 5 training programs completed with 75 PRAs in
market and
growing. As
the program
continues to
evolve and we
increase the
capabilities of
our PRAs, we
are finding
new ways to
deepen relationships with
core affluent
and high net
worth clients
within the
branches – a
critical segment for our growth
strategy. The PRAs have had
great success partnering with

clients so far and are quickly becoming trusted advisors. Our strategy for
the core affluent segment has proven
to be an effective way to build loyalty
among customers,
grow revenue, cross
sell, and in-

crease the
number of
customer
referrals. In just four quarters, PRAs
have increased their total loan production by 61%, including a 39% in-

crease in mortgage loans and a 410% increase in
business loans. Over the same period investment
revenue per banker has increased 54%. Recently,
we hired two new wealth planners, Linda Yang
(pictured left) and April Zee (pictured right), who
are dedicated solely to supporting our PRAs and our
core affluent clients.
To further enhance the capabilities of our PRAs, we
also launched LIFE
Map℠ - a powerful
new planning tool that
provides a more accessible entry point to
wealth planning and
builds financial security
for our core affluent
clients.
“This new capability will lead to deeper relationships, drive increased revenue, and truly differentiate Union Bank as the provider of choice for the
affluent segment,” said Mike Feldman, EVP Head of
Branch Banking.

Telemarketing is a big part of how BBG
sales members find new business. Calling
with purpose and confidence is a way to
shake the awkward feeling we have
sometimes when making a call to a business owner. Here are some best practices from BBG sales members:

Illiana Gordillo, Branch Manager
at 20th and Wilshire in Los Angeles
demonstrates a confident smile for
successful business calls.

Pick a List that Interests You: You will
want to focus on a list that will get your
results. A great list to use is the UCC Filings list in SMART. These are prospects
and you can see what bank their UCC
Filing is held and what year they filed.
Have a Purpose or Hook: Never pick up
the phone without a clear goal in mind.
With UCC Filings, you are calling specifically about that UCC Filing and your hook
is you can refinance their existing loans
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with a lease or term loan and even uncover new lending needs.
Be Confident: Rehearse with yourself
what you want to say before you call.
With UCC Filings, you know exactly where
your prospect got their loan and what
type of loan it is via the UCC Filing in
SMART…you can use that as your lead.
Above all else, make sure to have fun and
don’t get discouraged. By being consistent with your plan and focusing on
your objectives, you will be successful!

Effective December 4, Consumer Lending will roll out several
conforming adjustable
rate mortgages
(ARMs), expanding the
suite of products available to customers.
These products will be
priced to be competitive with other lenders, enabling Union
Bank to better address customer demand for affordable pur-

BBG’s Equipment Finance
team launched a “Two
Free Payments on Us”
campaign in October that
included a mailer to
100,000 Union Bank business customers. The lists
were loaded into SMART
and the branches have
been calling these customers to thank them for
their business and follow
up on the promotional
offer.
The response from our customers has been tremendous.
Daily ORS referral volume has

chase or refinance mortgages.
“The Consumer Lending team has

stein, EVP, National Production Manager. “The
suite will now include a
1/1, 3/1, 5/1, 7/1 and
10/1 ARM.
Early next year, we plan
to introduce conforming
jumbo ARMs.”

been working on five new conforming ARMs,” said Stuart Bern-

Branch employees
should refer customers
to branch-assigned
Mortgage Consultants
(MCs) or Community

Loan assigned MCs or
CLOs for CLO for general
rate information.
With a variety of conforming products, jumbo,
and the Economic Opportunity Mortgage, Consumer Lending has expanded its product suite
to address the needs of
virtually every mortgage
customer.

Tammy Ellis (pictured), Branch Manager at the
Sunrise Branch, shared, “One of our key successful strategies has been to commit to making calls
each day and scheduling time for them. We
stress the IRS-179 and 100% deductibility benefits.”
Illiana Gordillo, Branch Manager at 20th & Wilshire, stated, “Many of our business clients have
been looking for a way to finance their equipment. Our clients are so appreciative of the call
and that Union Bank is making this offer.”
increased fivefold as bankers have found
a large demand among our clients. As of
November 5th, 269 referrals have been
submitted.

The promotion runs through 12/31/13 and there
are many incentives for businesses to acquire
equipment by year end.

Earlier this year, the Online Banking Wires Service was made available to all OLB users. Customers now have more options
for how they send wires and can enjoy the convenience of sending from their personal computers. Additionally, customers
will save money, as online wires are priced $5 less than branch wires.
There is currently a weekly wire limit of $150,000 for Priority and Private Banking customers and a limit of $50,000 per week
for all other customers. During the month of October, customers completed over 220 online wires and that number continues to grow as customers discover this valuable service. A similar online wire service for small business customers is currently
being worked on and scheduled to be available to customers in the first half of 2014.
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When pulling up activity lists in SMART, Robert Trick (pictured), SRB at our Newhall-Lyons office,
had a request to make it easier for bankers to go back to their current lead instead of having to
re-login into the system. While his branch was being visited by Mike Feldman, Robert brought
this to his attention, and asked if there was anything that could be done. Mike immediately put
him in contact with Renuka Patel, SVP Service and Sales Executive, as well as Deanna Zendejas,
SVP Business Line Technology Manager, who were able to share a best practice with Robert that
would eliminate his issue.
Be sure to check out the Retail Portal for step-by-step instructions on how to navigate easily
through your activity lists in SMART. Thanks for sharing, Robert! This great information can now
be used by all of your peers, and we appreciate your feedback!

Crime Stoppers Initiative (CSI) recognizes and rewards employees for their exceptional fraud detection and prevention efforts
at Union Bank. Approximately $2 million in losses have been
averted since the start of program in January 2013. Every month,
there is a chance for one winner per division to be awarded a
direct deposit of $300. Submit your nominations today!
Pictured: October winner from PNW, Senior Teller, Yong Oh with
Region Manager, Ron Heller.

The Community Bank team has logged over 33,000 volunteer hours so far this year! The Retail Project Analysis and
Architecture team (pictured above) celebrated Global Volunteer Month in November with a service project at Feed
America San Diego, an organization that feeds more than
73,000 children, families, and seniors every week.

The PNW Prize Patrol regaled more than a dozen division
leading branches in AHA fundraising with songs, music,
dancing, candy, gift cards and tons of appreciation! Pictured
above: the PNW Prize Patrol storms the Monroe office—a
branch that recently raised AHA funds by re-striping the
parking lot of a local senior citizens center.
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Upper left: LACC (Marina Del Rey). Upper right: PNW (Bellingham-Downtown).
Lower left: Nor Cal (San Jose N. 1st St.). Lower right: Central Coast (Monterey Main).

Pictured: San

Left: GOCI (North Santa Ana).
Above: Irvine Business Credit Center.
Below: San Diego (La Mesa).
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